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ARTICLE V. 

BRttCKE'S PHYSIOLOGY OJ!' SPEECH. 

BY LEWD B. PAOZABD, PIIOJ'a8OB III YALII OOI.oLH& 

DtnuNa the last half-Centllry the science of language has 
made most rapid and unexpected progress. It has, one may 
say, come into being within that time, and attained sufficient 
development to be marked oft' into departments, each of 
which covers more ground, and demands more labor for its 
mastery, than would before have been thought neceBB&ry for 
the whole field. One of these subdivisions is that which 
treats of the theory of the fO!'lD&tion of the spoken sounds of 
language. To this but little attention bas been given, until 
:recently, in this country; and it is with a view to indicate the 
starting-point for it and make known more widely the 
method pursued by others in working out a theory, that we 
propose to give in the following pages some account of an 
excellent German work on the subject. The book, published 
in Vienna in 1856, is by Dr. Ernst Bricke, Professor of 
Physiology in the Hocbscbule of that city, and has the title, 
" Elements of the Physiology and Classifi.cation of the Sounds 
of Language." 1 

It was written, as the title page sets forth, for the use of 
students of language and teachers of the deaf and dumb; and 
one of its chief merits is, that it combines in BUch a high 
degree the thporetical and the practical; that, while it keeps 
in view the needs of a teacher of deaf mutes in describing by 
what position of the organs sounds are produced, it also pur
sues so exhaustive and scientific a method that its principles 
may be applied to the explanation of all possible sounds of 
known languages, with the single avowed exception of tho 
so-called clicks of the l~guages of Southern Africa. To prove 

1 Grundzilge der Pbyaiologie and Syatematik der Spracblaute rdr Linguis. 
SIIIl and Taubsmmmenlebrer bearbe1t.et von Dr. Ernst Brflcke, ProCeseor, etc. 
Wien: 1858. 
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the presence of the practical element, I may quote one or 
two examples. Speaking of the difference between toneless 
and toned consonants (p. 8), he says, "E.en the deaf mute 
understands it without difficulty, if he puts his finger on the 
larynx (the Adam's apple) of his teacher, and feels how it 
quivers, from the vibration within, when t7 is pronounced, but 
is not moved by utteringf." So again (p. 65): "The Eng
lish tk would serve as a Shibboleth for most Germans who 
have learned that language, but only because they have had.' 
unskilful teachers; not because they are naturally unable to 
utter the sound, for anyone who has not lost his front teeth 
can with proper instruction learn to give it in a few min
utes." No single quotation could serve as evidence that the 
author pursues a thoroughly scientific method throughout 
the book; it is only by studying the system that we can satisfy 
ourselves whether he has realized his ~wn conception of the 
work before him, as expressed in the following words (p. 30): 
"In arranging the consonants, we must clearly understand 
that, as when treating of the vowels, our business is not to 
distribute into certain classes a heap of letters that we have 
learned from others, but to clasbify, on an exhaustive plan, all 
the possible methods of uttering a consonant. If to-m0rrO" 
a new language should be discovered, whoso sounds, like 
those of the Indo-European and Semitic languages, were pr0-

duced only by the e%p'II1.8ion of breath, our sy~m must have 
places ready for them all, so that we should not be obliged 
to form any new classes, or to give up our old ones." 

The book consists, as its title indicates, of two parts; one 
treating of the physiology, the other of the cIaSsification of 
sounds. The second part is altogether historical and critical; 
for of course the author's own classification, with the reasons 
for it, bas been already given in the first part. And it is of 
this first part, treating of the sounds of language from a 
physical point of view, that we propose to give an account. 

. After a brief historical sketch of previous works on the sub-
ject, it proceeds to discus!! in order the larynx and its sounds, 
the vowel sounds, including diphthongs, the simple canso-
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nants, the compounded consonants, and the softened (~ 
ille) consonants. W. e shall follow the same order. 

The author's description of the chief organ of the human 
voice is admirably simple and ~lear, as we see especially by 
comparing it with one made so unintelligible by technical 
terms as that prefixed to Soule and Wheeler's" Manual ot 
English Pronunciation and Spelling" (Boston, 1861), or with 
one so confused and ill-proportioned in its parts as that in 
Max Miiller's third lecture (Lectures on the Science of Lan
guage, Second Series: New York,1865). It consists, says 
he, ot two highly elastic bands, which stretch across the 
larynx from front to back, and project like ledges from the 
sides towards the centre, being protected a little way above 
by the heart-shaped 1 cartilage called the epiglottis. They 
are made to vibrate by the air driven out of the lungs, and 
by this vibration produce the tone or sound heard in the 
vowels and toned consonants. In other words, they restrict 
periodically the passage of the air, being pressed up and 
asunder by' it, and then coming together again, and thus 
produce the rhythmic pulsations of air which cause to our 
ears the sensation of sound. This vibration and consequent 
sound occurs, however, only when the edges of the vocal 
chords are, by the action of the muscles of the larynx, 1:0 

brought together that the space between them is quite nar
l"oW. They can also, by the action of the same muscles, have 

I their free edges so separated that the space between them is 
comparatively broad, and then the air comes noiselessly 
through the larynx, and becomes audible only by rustling 
against the sides of the cavity of the jaws. This rustling the . 
Greeks indicate by the rough breathing, we by the consonant 
h. As, however, this so-called consonant is not produced 
under any of the conditions which attend the production of 
the consonants as a class, it is to be excluded from their 
number in systematic discussion and classification. In this 

1:Max MIlDer (p. lIS £) ClIIDI it, leu preclsely, "leaf .. haped," ma wridDg Cor 
aD EDgliab audieace, -111 it " iBn. cmr the l..,u. lib a IIIIIldle on tba beck eI 
a Lone." 
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place, therefore, the author discusses briefly the ditference 
between the spWttu8 atlp(JI' and rpirit.ua ltmiB of the Greeks, 
the Ha or HAa and the .A.in of the Arabic, and treats also, in 
passing, the guttural B of the dialect of Lower Saxony. The 
first two seem to differ, as the sonant It, and silent It, of the 
English, in "the greater or less degree of power with which 
the breath is forced out of the lungs. It is not worth while 
in this sketch to linger upon these subordinate and somewhat 
obscure points. 

There is yet another phenomenon of speaking to be menJ 

tioned by itself before we take up the main subject, and that 
is whispering. It is described (p. 8) as· produced wh~n the 
vocal chords are brought so near together as to check some
what the passage of the air between them, yet not 80 near 
and in such tension as to vibrate enough to cause soUnd. 
What is then produced is not actual sound, but mere rustle 
of the air; yet the rustli:ng is not now, as it is in the case of 
the h, against the inner sides of the mouth, but also against 
the sides of the larynx and the vocal chords. The degree of 
tension, however, of the chords is variable; for in whispering, 
as well as in speaking, there is a perceptible difference be
tween b and p, d and I, etc.; that is, between the tonecI and 
toneless consonants. A. little further on (p. 16), Bricke 88.ys 
that the difference between speaking aloud and whispering is, 
that in the first the vocal chords vibrate regularly in equal 
times, in the other, irregularly; and the same statement is 
made by Max Miiller (p. 129). By bringing these two 
statements together, it would appear that regularity of vi
bration varies as the tension of the chords, - the more tense 
the chords, or the nearer together, the more regular the 
vibration, - and that at a certain point in their rela.utiOD. 
or separation the vibration becomes so irregular that voice 
passes into whisper. 

We come now to the proper 8OtM&d8 of language, and first, 
the simple vowel sounds. 

There are in every simple vowel sound or musical note 
three distinct parts, as Max Miiller (p. 118) puts it, to be 
noticed and explained: 
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1. Strength or loudness. 
2. Height or pitch. 
8. Quality (in French, timbre; in German, 'kmfatl'be) , 

which, in vowels, means the perceptible difference by which 
we know a or 0 from i, 6, or u. 

The first of these, it is agreed, " depends upon the ampli
tude of the excursions of the vibrating particles of air" 
(Max Kiiller) ; that is, if a cord vibrates, upon the space it 
passes over (with a given length of the cord). 

Briioke gives an interesting account of the various experi
ments by which the different causes of the other two qualities 
of sound have been ascertained. The experiment most 
worthy of mention here is that of an Englishman, Robert 
Willis, in 1828, who was the first to come near to the solution 
since established. He placed a piece of watch-spring in con
tact with a toothed wheel, so that it was made to vibrate by 
the teeth of the wheel as it revolved, and then found that 
the pitch varied with the rapidity of revolution, while the 
quality of the sound was changed by lengthening or shorten
ing the vibrating part of the spring. This led him to dis
tingui15h between the primary and secondary vibrations of 
the spring, or impulses given by it to the air. Each time 
the spring left one of the teeth it gave the air an impulse, 
which was transmitted to the ear. These he called the pri
mary impulses, and he noticed that the pitch of the sound 
produced depended on the rapidity with which they succeeded 
one another; that is, on the rapidity of the revolution of the 
wheel. But ill trying to come to rest between two successive 
teeth, the spring would vibrate about its centre of equilib
rium, and in so doing give rise to a new series of impulses 
of the air, which Willis called secondary. These followed 
each other more or less quickly, and so varied the quality of 
the sound, according as the free part of the spring was 
shorter or longer. It would be natural to infer that the 
primary impulses might follow one another so rapidly that 
there would not be time enough between any two for the 
eeeondary impulses of slower rates; in other words, that 
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certain quaJ.itiu of sound would beOOID8 iJBposBihle as the 
pitch was raised above a certain height, _ this is known to 
be the fact with the luuu.aa voice. It is possible $0 sing e 
and ,Ion notes that are too higb for 0 and u. 

But how does this experiment apply to the h1lJD8ll voica! 
We have in our throats, i~ is true, no toothed wheel or 
watch-spring; but we produce in a dift8rent way the' 8Ml8 

YibraUons of air, a.nd it seemed worth while to give this ex
periment in such detail beea.use it is so simple and intellisi
ole in itself, and because its zesultl apply to what takes 
pla.ce in the production of vocal sound. We produee in our 
throats the primary and secondary pulsations of aU-; but 
here the primary are dependent directly on the vibratioDil of 
the vocal chords, a.nd the secondary on the length. of the 
column of air between them. and the lips. This seemed to 
be proved by the fa.et that the same vowel soundso could be 
produced in an artificial tube with a metallic tongue 2 Creely 
playing in it, and by observation of the eifeet of varying the 
length of the tube and the shape of its mouth. It is seeD 

with such an instrument that the pitch of the toDe depeads 
on the Yibra.ti~s of the metallio tongae, which give rise to 
the primary pulsations of air; whUe the quality of the tone 
is altered by lengthening or shortening the tube, or by vary
ing the size of its mouth; that is, by varying the r&pidity of 
the seoond&ry pulsations. Thus Willis found that sucIl a 
tube, with a wooden funnel for a mouth, could be made to 
produce in succession the vowels i, e, CI, 0, tI, by gradually 
narrowing the opening by a board laid 8.OJlO8S it. The vowels 
of the hw:na.n voice are more perfect thao. any thus a.rtifi.cially 
produced, partly because the Bingle parts of the orga.u. are 
better adapted to their work and the bOlles in proximity to 
them aid in the vibration (88 may be easily 8eeIl ill ~ 
nouneiDg' distinctly and loudly), and partly becaase both 
the ways of va.ryiug the qQ&lity of tone, -c1lange ill dae 

1 The vowels are to be pronounced throughout 88 iu Italian. 
S It should be obaerved that thfa metallic tongue corresponds, not to the 

h1l1lllUl fIIIDSU8> bus to die vocal oberds, .m- ';'braUoa it ill iatended to a.teuo. 
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length of the tube and in the size of its opening, - are em
ployed in the human voice, as BrUcke proceeds, after this 
prefatory account of experiments, to show. He takes up the 
vowels one by one, and analyzes the position of the organs 
in producing them. 

U. In uttering this vowel the tube is lengthened as much 
18 possible, by depressing the larynx and pushing forward 
the lips, so that the one is at its greatest distance from the 
other. At the same time the opening at the end is narrowed 
by bringing the lips together. 

If the lips are not thus projected and brought together, it 
is indeed possible to utter an u, but then it will be noticed 
(by placing the :finger on the Adam's apple) that the larynx 
is lowered more than in the other case, in the effort to 
supply the needed length to the tube; and besides, the 'U 

thus produced is by no means so full and perfect as the other. 
If the lips are opened wide, it is impossible to utter this 
vowel; for it is impossible to sink the larynx so low that tlie 
length of the tube shall compensate for the want of a narrow 
opening. 

L In producing i the tube is at its shortest, for the larynx 
is raised as high as possible, and at the same time the wide 
opening of the lips draws them back 80 that their distance 
from it is diminished. It is noticed, also,. that the tougue 
rises close against the roof of the mouth, and leaves only a 
narrow channel in the middle for the air; but what effect 
this narrowing of the tube has upon the waves of air in it, 
Briieke confesses hims61f unable to say. He points out, 
however, that it may be the cause of that vibration of the 
bones of the skull mentioned above, which is noticed as 0c

curring more strongly when i is fully uttered tha.n with any 
other vowel. 

When the lips are proje.cted or the larynx depressed, as in 
pronouncing 'U, it is impossible to utter a clear, perfect i. 
If it is attempted, in the former case the German il is pro
duced, in the latter, an imperfect i. 

A.. This vowel stands between the two which have been 
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described. In uttering it the vocal tube is, we might say, 
in its most natural position, and so shorter than for u, and 
longer than for i; since the lips are not projected, nor is the 
larynx depressed, while yet on the other hand, the lips are 
not retracted by wide opening of the mouth, nor is the larynx 
raised as in uttering l. It may be remarked, also, that the 
vocal tube is for this vowel open in its whole extent, and 
not closed in the middle as it is for i, nor at the end as 
foru. 

These three are the cardinal vowels of the whole system. 
To this view of them we are thus led not less by the indica
tions of physiology than by the historical development of 
the Indo-European and Semitic languages. The remaining 
yowels are but intermediate sounds, produced on the way 
from one tt/another of these; and hence we flDd, in treating 
them, that we have left the firm ground we have thus far 
trodden, and are stepping where the dividing lines are less 
distinct. Here is more room for variety of names and 
sounds. The two extremes and the one mean of the series 
have been discussed. The other vowels are the intermediate 
terms whose number, as well as the position and description 
of each, will vary as the powers and practice of d.iJferent 
observers differ. 

In passing from the position for a to that for l the inter
mediate sounds are produced by a gradual shortening of the 
vocal tube and narrowing of it in the middle. In going in 
the opposite direction, from a to 'IS, they are produced by a 
gradual lengthening of it and narrowing of the mouth-opell
ing. Now, to the question how many vowels are to be located 
between these extremes, the answer is given, so many as an 
ordinary ear, without special training, will notice as distinct 
sounds. .A. language is established by the speaking and 
hearing of the multitude, and has its sounds determined by 
the average ear and tongue, not by the trained organs of a 
critical student. On this principle Briicke marks off only 
three vowels between l and a, and three between a fI.nd u. 
The vowels are in their order from i at one extreme thro:tgh 
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a to fI at the other, i, 6, t!', d, 0, ~, 0"', 0, fI.1 We give the 
list and descriptions 'De'I'botim. 

1. "The i of German and Italian, the ee of English, e.g. 
Germ. toider, Ita!. giro, Eng. w1te&; I denote it by i. 

2. "The French d. It is the high d in the Hungarian 
word ndp (pulcher), and in the New Slavonic hll (albus). 
In German we have it long in ewi,g, selig, short in tDerden. 

8. "The French e, or the German e in HMJ" tArlick, eckt, 
etc., which I denote bye"'.1 

4. "The French e or the Germa.n ll; in my notation d. 
English, man,fat,S Hungarian,fekete (niger). 

5. "The pure or Italian a in ballmre, camare, etc. 
6. "The deep a of German in Wahl, ...4.1"111., etc., which is 

also often hea.r~ in Hungarian, e.g. bal (miser), and which I 
will denote byof. 

7. "The sound intermediate between a and 0, which is 
heard in the English words 'lord, 8corn, a.nd in the French 
eJICOre; in my notation 0"'. 

8. "The pure 0 as we utter it in Oper, Woge, etc., and in 
the Latin words bonus, nomen, etc. Its short sound is heard 
in tho German Ordn'Ung, and the Latin orbis, as at present 
pronounced. I denote it by o. 

9. "The German 'U in Muth, Duldung, the French O'U; in 
my notation 'U." 

Besides this list, there is a number of other vowel sounds 
in frequent use, which Briicke describes as formed in the 
positions which the mouth assumes in passing from one 

1 Brilcke's system of signs for vowel BOunds is in form borrowed from alp 
bnic notation, but in principle an imitation of the terms, such 88 north by west 
ad west by north, of the mariner's compass. . 

III; will be difficult, we think, for an American tougue to malte, or ear to 
de&eet, the difference between thee of ewig and tbatof HJJ. The sounds between 
i and a seem to be less sharply defined, and hence admit more variety of opinion, 
than those from a to "; perhaps the distance is less, while the number of stages 
is made the same. 

• This aeems a surprizing mistake. The peculiar short a in man or the dif
ferent one in fat, is very unlike the French I, or the German B. The English 
fIIIIifI,./ate, would have been more eorrect. 
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of these extremes' to the other without going through the 

II 
mean, a. His diagram. makes it pl.a.in; i 
and u being the extremes, the list jw.t 
given goes up one side of the triangle, 

, fP tJI 0 through G, and down the other side to v. 
i ~ ~ u • But we may go right across from .. to v, or 

from. e to 0, or from t!" to if', and produce a new set of vowels. 
"The.," is the 11 (Ypsilon) of the North German pronuncia
tion, e.g. in Myrte, PkYN j ·the "i is the il of the literary 
German in Wurde, i:ber, etc., the French u." "The o· is the 
German 0 in (HJ, and kolMwn, while e- is a sound somewhat 
rare in German, but perceptible generally in tbose words 
whose orthography wavers between e and 0, e.g. V/Wi//f (low 
German tweltD)/' The aM he describes as the vowel sound 
heard in the French words veut16 and soeur. 

Thus far we have spoken 0111y of perfectly formed vowels, 
in which, the various partB of the organs of speech were 
in full and perfect .action to make the sound distinct and 
full-toned. But very often, perhaps in the majority of 
cases, this does not take pla.ce, and then we ba\"e imperfectly 
formed vowels. This fact has b.)Cll noticed beforo in speaking 
of v and i. One may go through all the vowels in this way, 
giving them an indistinct utteranoe and varying the shape of 
the mouth and the length of the vocal tube but little, ~f at 
all, in ohanging from one to another. The vowels thus pro
duced are hard to distinguish apart, and are often confuse.V 

There is one simple vowel sound still remaining to be men
tioned here. It is that which Lepsiu8 (quoted by Briicke, 

1 Briicke gives several examples or these indistinct vowels f'rom the Enpsh 
language, where he says they abound, which 800m to contain some errors. For 
the indistinct 0 he gives fIOt, 11«, cough, fur the indistinct i, pin. or these, «NgA 
has evidently Dot the same 0 sound with that or fIOt and 11«, but rather what be 
denotes by d', as in BCOTR. Then too, not, lwt, and pin do Dot seem to belong 
here at nIl. They have not indistinct vowels, but the regular short sounds of 
their respective vowels. We have in English a series or short vowels quite 
distinct t'rom ono another, and distinct, iD quality and quantity, both fiom the 
]Qng vowels, as in Aat, bet, pin, fIOt, but. Both theSe and the corresponding long 
vowels may be, and often are, incompletely and indistinctly uttered; tending in 
that direction whenever unemphasized. 
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p. 24) calls the undefined vowel, Max Miiller (p. 184) the 
neutral vowel. These names seem to be used to denote a. 
IIhort vowel sound whioh cannot well be assigned, by reason 
of its indistinctness, to any of the principa.l vowels, yet is 
itself one of tile eommonest sounds, o.t least in English. Max 
KUller gives as examples of it, but, dwt, spurt, aBBerl, bWtl, 
4gaiM,ji'Nll, principal, idt4, captain, fJilJ4ge j and says that 
all unaccented BY llables in English have a. tendency towardt; 
it. Brocke is more cautious, saying that in most of the 
examples of it commonly given, the vowel is really a short tt, 
or an imperfectly formed 0", 0·, or fiM. Another remark of his 
applies to suoh oaBeI as fonil, prWaeipal, capCafR, giTen above, 
Uld to muttcm, tDOOdeft, etc., that often in pronouncing them 
there is ildact no vowel sounded between the two consonants 
of the final syllable. Where d or t precedes the vowel, the 
tongue often doos not leave ita position against the roof of the 
mouth before the n is heard, and no vowel can be uttered 
while the tongue is in that position; and tbere is a similar 
NaSOn for not lOunding tI in the quick utterance of priUpal 
andftMl. Briicke agrees with Max Miiller ~ laying that the 
occasions ot indistinctness in a. vowel sound are shortness and 
want of accent. 

Thisleadll him to a consideration of the question whetOO1· 
long and short vowels differ in qnantity (or length) only, 01' 

in quality also. He starts wiLh a. quotation &om Rudolph 
Von Raumer, wbo proveR by German examples that there is 
a perceptible difference in quality between, for instance, long 
i as in BittMft, and short i as in lnftdeft. Briicke's discussion 
is too incomplete to be worth giving in full. His conclusions 
are : 

1. Tha.t a vowel commonly long may be indefinitely short
ened, 01' one commonly short lengthened, without letting 
eithor pllSi into the other ; and that, therefore, it ill wrong to 
regard the two classes, the long and the short vowels, as 
always differing each from each in~. 

2. That of the German vowels, 0, u, ii, and' are often in 
common conversation imperfectly enunciated when shori; 
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but this sound of tQem is never prolonged; when lengthened 
they are the same in quality with the usual long 0, tI, il, and 
i. On the other hand, 6, 0., and a are always sounded alike, 
whether long or short. 

8. That it is not worth while to try to distinguish by special 
letters the long from the short vowels. The letter should 
denote as exactly as may be the qu,ality of the vowel, and 
the incidental matter of qu,amJAty be indicated by some added 
sign. 

On the whole, then, his answer to the question would be, 
that there exists a difference in quality between the long and 
short vowels, but it is confined in German to the vowels 0, 

tI, U, and i. We have expressed (in note on p. 266) the 
opinion that in English this difference extends to all the five 
common vowels. 

Briicke's treatment of the diphthongs, which follows next, 
is to us one of the most unsatisfactory parts of the work. n 
consists entirely of a description of the way of producing a 
diphthong, and a criticism of the German characters for two 
of them. :Max Miiller is hardly more full, but then his plan 
allows little space for details, and he has used that little on 
less important topics. There are several points about the 
diphthongs which we should be glad to have treated more 
fully by the careful observations of Bmcke &Jld with the 
abundant illustrations of Max Muller. They deserve to be 
classified and arranged, if possible, in one scheme with the 
simple vowels. The preferences of different languages and 
the historical development of new combinations would be 
worth studying. The written signs, especially in German, 
demand explanation, as some of them represent sounds very 
different from those produced in passing from one to the other 
of their elements. 

It remains only to speak: of the nasal tone, which may be 
given to all vowels and diphthongs by opening the passage 
between the throat and the nose, and so letting the air vibrate 
through the hollow of the nose as well as that of the mouth. 
It is proved by a simple experiment that in pronouncing I 
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TOwel without this nasal tone, the air issues from the mouth 
only. H a flame u held so as to be ~hed by any air com
ing from the nose, but ~y none from the mouth, it does not 
flicker so long as the simple vowel is uttered, but does as soon 
as the nasal tone is given to the vowel. It is proved also, 
by holding the nose tightly and still uttering vowels with the 
nasal tone, that the tone is not produced only by the passage 
of air through the nose, but also by its vibration within the 
nasal cavity. Nasal vowels abound in French, bilt do Dot 
occur at all in German, and scarcely at all in English. It is 
noticed that in all known languages only four vowels a, 11, Ii, 
and 0, with perhaps i in Portuguese, ever have this nasal 
IIOUnd. 

We have thus gone through Briicke's discussion of the 
vowel sounds; designing neither to adopt with implicit faith, 
nor to criticize, aJ1 he says, but simply to reproduce the main 
points of his system, with here and there a remark. We shall 
find the description of the consonants somewhat more 8J&" 
tamatio and interesting. 

We come first upon a subject of various opinion, - the 
nature of the difference and the reasonableness of the dis
tinction between vowels and consonants. The difference 
implied in the name conBORaflt, that the vowels only are 
capable of being sounded alone, has been long since, Briicke 
says, proved not to exist, though it is still often enough 
taught as the real one. The use of it for the practical pur
pose of teaching may still be plausibly defended, even by 
those who would acknowledge that it was quite unscientific, 
because untrue. What then is the real difference between 
the two classes of sounds? A. vowel is a sound in the pro
duotion of which the channel from the vocal chords to the 
lips is open thr.ough its whole length; but in the produotion 
of a consonant" there is in the mouth-ohannel either a clos
ing at some point, or at least a narrowing, which causes a 
perceptible noise, independent of any vocal tone." The local
ity of this closing is an essential element in the classification 
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of consonants whiq,h Brncke proceeds to make. But it may 
be asked, is there any reason for this old-time distinction of 
8Oundsinto these two classes-vowels and consOnants? This 
question is answered in the negative by Professor W. D. 
Whitney,l who urges that all the sounds of langtlagc should 
constitute but one class, being arranged in it according to 
the degree of closure of the mouth-channel, beginning with 
the most open vowel and ending with the closest consonants. 
We can only say here that Briicke's view is all approximation 
to this, in 80 far as he makes the openness or closeness or the 
mout~hannel the only point of difference between the two 
cluses. 

There are now four different ways in which the passage of 
air through the channel of the mouth may be checked, more 
or less completely; and this causes a division of the sounds 
produced into four classes. 

1. The passage of air through the nose is shut off, and alro 
through the mouth, so that it is entirely checked. Thus 
the breath is dammed up, as it were, and when the check 
is removed, issues with a sudden explosion, whence the 
sounds thus produced are sometimes callcd explosives. By 
Briicke and others they are called check sounds (Versch
lusslaute). These a.re the mutes. 

2. The passage of air through the nose is shut off, and the 
channel of the mouth is so narrowed in one part or another 
as to allow the air 'In pass only with a sort of nlstting or 
rubbing noise. Sounds thus produced are called by Brncke 
rubbing or friction sounds (Reihungsgeriiusche), and are such 
as 1,8, I, the German rA, and j. They are sometimes divided 
up under the names aspirates, sibilants, and semi-vowels. 

With these he classes the Z sounds, bec.'\use they are pro
dueed similarly by a rustling or rubbing of the air against 
inner parts of the mouth, though in them it passes along the 
sides of the tongue instead of along the middle. 

1 In a paper .. On the De1lni.tion and Be1atiODI of Vowels and CoD8oDm ..... 
read before the American Oriental Society in May, 1865, and 110 be puhIiahed 
in the 8oeiet)"1 JournaL 
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3. The passage of air through the n06e is shut off, while 
in the mouth some part is ,so placed as to be set in vibration 
by the issuing stream of air. Thus are produced the vibra
tion sounds (Zitterlaute), of which '1' is the principal one. 

4. The passage of air through the mouth is shut off, while 
that through the nose is open. Thus are produced what are 
called by Briicke re8OIl1J.nts (Resonanten), and by others 
either nasals or semivowels. They have this in common 
with vowels, that they are produced by the sound of the voice 
proper, and not, as other consonants, by some noise ind~ 
pendent of the vocal chords; but they differ from vowels in 
tbat the mouth-cha.nnel is closed in producing them, so that 
they cannot be used in connection with consonants as vowels 
are. 

In one of these four ways every simple consonant (except 
of course the larynx: sounds, h and the similar ones of 
other languages, which were spoken of at the outset) is. 
produced; either by a check, a friction, a vibration, or a 
nasal resonance. But there is another principle of classifi
cation to be combined with this; viz. according to the part 
of the mouth in which the narrowing or entire closing takes 
place. It may boo at tho lips, the under lip meeting the 
teeth or upper lip; or at the front part of the tongue; or at 
the middle or back part of the tongue, when: it rises to meet 
the upper parts of the mouth. Thus we have three places, 
in anyone of which sounds may be produced in anyone of 
the four ways above mentioned. These three classes, with 
£our subdivisions in each, give t\velve theoretical forms of 
conSOJl&llt sound. But, this must be multiplied by two, for 
in each form there may be a sonant or a surd letter produced; 
each form may be uttered with or without the accompani
ment of Bound from the vocal chords: except that the reso
nants,. as their name implies, ca.n be only resoundings of 
vocalized or sonant breath in the ohannel of the nose. This 
distinction into sonant and BUrd, which' is more familiar 
under the names soft and hard, middle and smooth, must 
playa prominent part in any scientific analysis of consonant 
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sound. Briicke discusses it at some length a little further on 
(pp. 55ff), and proves conclusively that the only difference 
between b and p, d and t, z and B, v and I, etc., is, that dUJ'o 
ing the closing of the organs to produce the former letter of 
each couplet, the vocal chords are brought together so as to 
produce sound by their Vibration as soon as the cheek is re
moved, or sometimes while it lasts; whereas in producing the 
second letter of each couplet they are not so brought to
gether. The statement receives a curious confirmation from 
the fact that in modem Greek, since fJ and 8 have the sounds 
of v and th BO'fW,nt, the sounds of h and d are represented by 
pm and J1'T. Here p. and 11 are added to give sound to 'If' and 
or; in other words, to represent the son ants corresponding to 
p and t.1 It is, then, neither the greater force with which 
the air is expelled that distinguishes p from h, etc., as some 
have said, nor, as others, the tighter closing of the mouth
,channel. The first is refuted by the example of the two 
English words midshipman and dtibman, where the following 
m prevents any explosion of air at all in uttering p and h, 
yet without the explosion there is no difficulty in distinguish
ing one letter from the other. The second explanation is 
refuted by the showing of experiment,' that, however tightly 
any part of the mouth-channel be closed, if the vocal chords 
are in motion only a sonant letter can be produced; and, 
however slightly it be narrowed, only a surd issues if the 
vocal chords are apart and motionless. These two alleged 
differences do indeed generally occur in pronouncing sonant 
and surd letters, but they are only incidental, naturally 
resulting from that which is the essential difference, viz. 
whether the stream of air in the throat is or is not obstructed 
by the vocal chords. If it is obstructed (that is, if the letter 
is a sonant), it is natural that the hinderance in the mouth
channel need not be so firm and tight, and that the expl~on, 
when it comes, will be less violent than if the air rushes UD

cheeked from the compressed lungs. 
We proceed now to the description of the method of u~ 

1 For a somewhat parallel cue, see Dote OD p. 283 below. 
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ing the consonants, takingtbem up in three classes according 
to the place of articulation, that is, the place in the channel 
of the mouth where the obstruction or narrowing occurs; 
ftnding also in each class four subdivisions, according to the 
precise form of obstruction employed, and in each form, ex
cept the fourth, a surd and a sonant letter. 

I. The first class includes those consonants whose place of 
articulation is at the extreme front of the .mouth. The 
obstruction to the free passage of air is caused by bringing 
together the lips, or touching the upper teeth with the lower 
lip. Under this class we have as the first subdivision: 

1. The check sounds. In producing p, the lips are closed 
and the passage of air through the nose also is cut off; then 
the breath, being pressed from the lungs into the mouth, 
issues by a sudden opening of the lips with explosive force. 
But the explosion does not occur when an m follows, as in 
midshipman, and in that case the p is produced by suddenly 
checking with the lips the stream of breath which pours forth 
in uttering i. Thus the letter p strictly denotes only the 
state of rest of the organs, when lips and nose-channel are 
both closed against the issuing air. 

If now this air is vocalized by contracting the vocal chords 
so that they vibrate, and continue so through a part of the 
time of holding the lips shut, a b instead of a p is produced. 
It can be but for a moment that the breath is vocalized when 
the lips are shut thus, since it is done by forcing it over the 
vocal chords intp the cuJ,.de..sac of the mouth, which is soon 
full. 

2. The friction sounds. It is clear that in pronouncingf 
the upper teeth are lightly pressed upon the lower lip, and the 
air rushes out between them. A sort o.f / can be produced 
'Without the teeth, by bringing the lips together so that the air 
in passing out between them makes a rustling noise,like that 
in the other case. This letter is the pronunciation given by 
some to the German tI, though commonly no difference is 
made between it andf. This second/differs fromp only in 
the less completeness of the closing of the lips. So also, 
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Briicke says, it. is possible ,to produce with the under lip &Q,d 
upper teeth a sort of p sound,l from which the former or 
common / shall differ in the same way and degree. If now 
the common p is denoted in & systematic notation by pi, and 
this second kind of p by pi, then the/sounds would be c0r

respondingly denoted by.r andr, the latter being the com
mon/. 

When the mouth is in the position for uttering /, it is oaly 
aecessa.ry to vocalize the breath in order to change the I into 
tI, the German to, so that 11 is the sonant. corresponding tQ 

the surd /, just as b corresponds to p. As there are two f 
sounds,j1 and fA" so are there also two 11 sounds, though in 
English we have only tP, our common t1. In German WQ iDd 
both tP (tIP in a German system), as at the beginning of 
words, too, t.oa1&n, and v1 (wi) in the combination qu, as in 
Quelle, qualen.2 Briioke makes the suggestion in passium 
that in German kID should be .written instead. of qu, and ~ 
the letter tD should be confined to the sound vi, and t1 used 
for tP. In fact, as he remarks, the German language has DOW 

two signs for the p sound, / and 11, and only one (besides " 
in qu), tD, for ~ and tP. 

8. The vibration sound produced by the lips in the posi
tion for r does not occur in arxyl.angua.ge (unless in one 
obsCure exception, p. 85) as e.n element of words, but 001, 
as an interjection of loathing ;' hence we pass it over. Briicb 
brings it into his system of notation, using the Greek 4- for 
the toneless, and " for the toned utterance. 

4. Whon we 'put the lips in position for pI, and let the 
breath vibrate the vocal ohords a.o.d then pass out through the 
DOlO, we produce m, the 'resonant of tbie first class. TberQ 

1 To._ .. iJlidalpin this WIllY (tha4ul.p ..... ) it IeIIII& ~ .. 
place the upper teeth far down over the under lip, in order to make the ('heck. 
complete. Perhaps a very close .and even lOt of 1lpper ~ would make chis 
lIDDIUI.ary. 

• We pn81UD8 ibllUk", hiIIe ..... &hough his Jupqe acems to imJll7 
the oppGIite. to incl_ In,po tJao lOud of abe Germaa III .t'ter a 00RI4lIIut, .. 

in achlOiJJunm, aM. 
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is, of course, no BUm correspoo.aiDg to this l'e8On&Di letter, 
nor is there a.ny ml in use. 

II. In coming to the second class of sounds we leave the 
lip&, and haTe to do with the tip or ffOl!l.t part of the tongue 
when pressed against some mner part of the mQuth. 

1. The check sounds. There are four diffilrent ways ot 
producing a. souad, which Bri:icke desoribes in the following 
order: 

II is produced by laying the sides of the tongue against the 
upper teeth, 80 that im tip touches the inner gum just a.bove 
the upper front teeth. This closes the mouth-chumel, and 
t1le passage through the nose being also closed, the air is 
ehecked as completely as in the case of p. This is the oom
mon, or, as Briicke calls it, the alveolar t. 

,... is the cerebral or cacuminal I of Sanskrit. The tip of 
Ute tongue is turned up and back, 80 as to touch the roof of 
1he mouth, and to giTe the under side of the tongue a conTex 
Mln'e towards the front. 

f,I is called by Bl'iicke the dorsal t. In it the upper surface 
of the tongue has the convex curve towards the front, touch
ing the forward part of the palate, while the tip is bent down 
and touches the lower front teeth. This kind of t, he says, 
is formed by many Germans in uttering at and lB. 

t> is callod the dental I, because in it the check of the 
breath is effected by the tongue with the teeth alone, without 
the help of the palate. It is produced by holding the teeth 
a little apart and stopping up the opening with the tongue. 
Our allthor remarks that it need hardly be distinguished from 
11, except for the peculiarity of the friction sou.nd that corre
sponds to it. 

To these foul' kinds of' sotmd correspond tOur 8OD&Ilts, dl, 
#, ca, d', the only difference being that in the latter the 
breath produces sound as it paltBe8 over the contracted vocal 
ebo.tds. 

2. There are also 'four friction sounds corresponding to 
theae four cheek sounds, and developed from them just as f 
and 17 were from p and b, by letting the QheQk w the passage 
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of air be incomplete, leaving a small space through which it 
may rustle out. 

, From t1 we have in this way 81, which may be called the 
common 8, though not so in German; from ~ an tP, which 
would correspond in use to the other cerebral letters, though, 
as Briicke states, the Sanskrit cerebral letter 8 represents the 
sound ih, German BChj from fi3 an,a, which Briicke says ap
pears in the German words wz, lieBa, dan, daB: ete., and in 
the sharp, hissing 8 of the English. 

From f,4 we have "", which is the ~ of modem Greek, the 
Spanish c before 6 and i, and the surd til, of English. The 
peculiarity of this "" was the reasOll for distinguishing f,4 
above from the other forms of t. The position of the tongue 
may vary within certain limits; it is essential only that it 
should come close to the upper teeth so as to leave a narrow 
space behind them, through which the air passes to the teeth, 
producing the characteristic sound of the "" by striking upon 
them. It is easy to see from this position of the tongue bow 
natural it is that the Greek ~ appears as! in Russian.l The 
edge of the upper teeth lies midway between the lower lip 
and the tip of the tongue, and if the former instead of the 
latter is pressed upon it,! is produced. 

The sonant series corresponding to these four surds Briicke 
denotes by zl, ~, za, si, and they are produced just as the 
surds are, with the addition of sound from the vibration of 
,the vocal chords. Of these, za is the common II of the Eng
lish, and appears in German as initial 8 before a vowel, e.g. 
in Sohn, Bingen, while si is the English sonant th, as in other, 
tDitA, the 8 of modem Greek, a sound which does not appear 
in Gemian. 

L sounds. Another series of friction sounds can be devel
oped from the four forms of t, when, having the check for' 
perfectly formed in the front part of the mouth, one opens a 
passage for the air on each side of the tongue, between it 

1 80 too in La1;inf illIOID8dmell the e&)'IIIoJogical repneeIltaibe of dle Onek 
., u in aw, foto j .w,... fotV. Do Dot theae fads IUpport the new dIa& &he 
aDCieD.t sound of the • _ that of .. , 
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and the upper back teeth. In this way an l is produced. 
The surds Briicke denotes by~l, ~I, ~8, ~', and the sonants by 
P, P, P, l', the figures having the- same meaning as before. He 
remarks that the existence of these surds in German was 
pointed out ,by Joh. Miiller, and that Purkinje asserts that 
they occur in Polish. Of the sonants, P is the common l of 
German, and apparently also. of English; P is thought to 
be the peculiar l sound of the Vedic Sanskrit; and l' is pro
duced by one who lisps (7,8 occurring in a combination to be 
described hereafter). Into his discussion of the different 
sounds of l in Polish we cannot follow our author. 

3. Vibration sound. This is the common r sound, which 
Briicke denotes by r for the sonant and",. for the surd. The 
tongue lies as it were in equilibrium, with its tip just behind 
the upper front teeth, neither touching them as in tI, nor 
forming a narrow channel behind them as in 81, but lying 
free, so that it is easily pressed down by the breath issuing 
from the lungs, and recovers itself only to be again depressed, 
and thus Vibrates up and down.! 

4. Resonants. If we place the organs of speech for dl, ~, 
d8, d', successively, and then open a passage through the 
nose for the intoned breath, we produce fl.l, fl.2, fl.8, fl.', which 
are thus related to d in its various forms as m is to b. The 
fl.l is the common fI. of the languages of Western Europe. 

ID. Sounds of tbis class have their place of articulation, 
I that is, the place where the stream of air is stopped or nar
rowed to produce them, at the middle or back part of the 
tongue. 

1. In order to teach deaf'mutes to utter a ~ sound, Briicko 
says the method is to make them utter a t, which is appar
ently an easy letter to learn by imitation, and then to press 
the front part of the tongue down with the finger or a 
spatula. In this way they are compelled to check the stream 
of air with the back part' of the tongue against the palate, 
and in this position only a ~ can be uttered. If one pro-

1 Tbla vibration eannot be ~ in the ordinary English r. AA we c0m

monly utter it, it BefIII.I to be not a 'ribradng, but a friedon IOlmd. 
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duces a dorsal I, 1,3, and then moves the point of oontact of 
tongue and palate bookwards, he will :find that, after passing 
.. certain line, he cannot help uttering i:. In general, the 
place of articulation of k begins where that of t ends. The 
essential difference between the two letters seems to co1lSiat 
in the size of the space in the throat behind the point of CIa~ 
. tact, it being larger for I than for k. There seems to be al80 
an effort in the contraction of the soft pa.l&te, of which one is 
conscious just before the explosion of a k, to diminish that 
space still more than is done by drawing book the tongue. 

There are two kinds of i, one uttered by contact of the 
tongue with the hard palate, the other with the soft palate. 
The line of division between these two palates is easily felt 
by running the forefinger back along the roof of the mouth. 
The tip will reach the soft palate just about as the tbird 
joint is entering the mouth. These two kinds of k are de
noted by kl, that on the hard, and 11:1, that on the 150ft palate. 
There may be, of 'eaCh of these, several subdivisions, according 
as the point of contact is farther forward or book in the 
peculiar region of each, but they arc not thought to deserve 
special notation. SQch a k sound as the Italian ch in ch_ 
is the farthest forward of all; back of it stands the German 
eli: in wicke]!n, and at the inner limit of the region of i1 the 
Caf of Arabic. At the front limit of 1r:2, and so at the line of 
division between the hard and soft palates, as may be proved 
by inserting the finger at the moment of uttering .it, lies the 
k of the German 'Words StorA, RucJc, etc. ; and at the back limit 
of lrfJ, that is, at the inmost point of all the check sounds, 
lies the Kat of Arabic.i In uttering this sound the passage 
of air through the nose is cut off by the meeting of the soft 
palate with the posterior half-arches of the palate, while the 
back part of the tongue rises to touch. the soft palate, and 80 

checks the air passing out through the moutla. It is imp0s
sible to utter any check sound, with a smaller space belaind 
tlte place of the check than in this, because it is imposSl.'bJ.e 

1 We may i1bufzafIe theBe amnlldnda at f: by the lIagIIIIl words .... ~ 
6IW, dock, tIut:le: die 1ut (IW) 'Dot oecarring In Ellgu.h. 
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to close perfectly the channels of both nose and mouth at 
once if the check in the mouth is any further back, between 
tile base of the tongue, for instance, and the uvula. But 
1here is a friction sound, and perhaps a resonant, whioh 
closes the moutlH)hanB.e1 in its utteranoe- at a. point behind 
that ofKaf. • 

G corresponds to i, just as b to P and d to I, and bas 'the 
same range and 'tariety of articulatio».. It is not necessary 
to employ special notation for the different varieties of Js1 and 
1;', 91 and gI, or e'Ven different signs in ooDllQon language 
for these main divisions. For their use depends on a prin
ciple easily understood _d remembered. Putting the vowels 
in the following order, i, 6, 'tI,-O, 'U,1 the kinds of 'l or 9 to be 
used with them would form a similar series from the one 
fa.rthest forward to the one tVthegt back in the mouth. 
~en one utters, or preparea to utter, i or e, the middle paTt 
of the tongue need move but a short distance to reach the 
hard palate and produce k1 or 91 ; in a, 0, and tI, it is the 
back part of the tongue and the soft palate, the parts whose 
contact produces 1;' or. II, that are nearest together. 

Brucke treats in this connection of a matter interesting to 
the student of German, the sound in that language of final 
sonants, namely b, a, and 9, after resonants. The usage is 
quite variable, but the tendency appears to be to make all 
final sonants surd. This is the established rule for a after 
n, and for final b. The general :reason seems to be the difti
culty of uttering the final sonant. It is easy to see that 
after a resonant it requires a marked effort to force the 
breath over the vocal chords with motion enough to produce 
sound into the mouth, closed and already partly filled with air.1 
In English b and a are fully prese"ed after a resonant,S 

1 The order invanely u die leugdl of the moadl-clMamel in pIOIIQIlllc!ng 

dlem. 
• .A.fter • wwel dlere 18 no ncb 6ft needed: in tIw ease is the diftlcalty 

that of timing the relaxing of the vocal chorda euctly with the explosion of thll 
COMOD&Dt" :For If they IIftl relued too lOOn, we haft. dD'llble letter, til or bp 
or gI&; If too la&e, it makes the word _ in • vowel. 

• This lili8iii8 to be au. error in r.m in I'IIpftlIlO 6. It 1100, like fl, ill merged 
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but g disappears, the word ending with the sound of the 
resone.nt. 

2. Friction sounds. .As from p we formedf, and from' 
II, so in a' similar way, by making the check imperfect and 
leaving a little channel for the air between the tongue and 
the palate, instead of k we utter a sound denoted in German 
by rAe Bricke denotes it ill his system by X, giving as ex
amples of X:, IMld,~, of "', Wacl&e, Wocke, WucAt, ~ 
ceding in position as in the case of k. 

It was said above, in treating of k, that there was a friction 
sound farther back in the mouth than the farthest k. BrUcke 
denotes it by ')(1, and. says it is found only in certain com'
pound consonants,. used chiefly in Arabic. He describes it 
as produced by stretching the soft palate strongly back and 
upwards, and raising the back part of the tongue against the 
uvula and adjoining parts, so as to leave a slight space on 
each side and permit some air to pass. The sound thus 
produced is like rA (in German), but rougher and deeper. 

The sonants corresponding to these surds are the differ
ent forma of the Jot or consonant J of German. Bricke 
denotes them by 'VI, 'II, and 11, correspOnding respectively to 
Xl, "', and ')(1. In uttering r there is often something of a 
harsh vibration of the tightly-stretched soft palate, which 
makes it, especially at the beginning of a word before a 
vowel, seem to be quite an r sound. "It is true," says 
our author, " that there ma.y perhaps be some vibration even 
of the uvula or epiglottis in uttering this soulld"; but he 
adds tha.t he finds it possible to utter it in full perfection 
:without an] vibration at all. 

8. Vibration sounds. When one puts the organs into 
position for ')(1, but then hollows the middle of the tongue, 
along which the uvula lies, into a channel, so that the uvula 
may vibrate freely in it, the stream of air in passing out will 
produce the toneless". gulJ:tJtrale or utnUQre, in Briiclte's sy&-

entirely in the II01Uld of the re&OD8Dt, 88 in lIGmb, climb, corab, erwab, du..6, p.b, 
Iaab, limIJ, fttIJIIb, dumb, 1DOIII6. A.fter aurda we write d, ba& proDOlIDClII t, in the 
preMite fimuoharbe, e.g • ..".,. -Ifill, etc. 
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tem, E; and when vocal tone is added the sonant, ,. uvulare 
or provenfal r of the French, which is p in Briicke's notation. 

4. Resonants. By letting the air pass through the nose 
when the mouth-channel is closed, as for gl and gI, we pro
duce the two resonants of this class, which Briicke denotes 
by.".t and or, and illustrates by the sound of n in Klingel, 
Bengt'l, for the first, and in Wange, 8cku!U/"'J, for the second. 

Having thns gone through all the simple sounds, Briicke 
pauses before going on to the compounded sounds, and dis
cusses in a general way certain points of the system thus 
developed. He discusses the connection between a check 
sound and its sign,-in other words, what part of the process 
of uttering a check sOl1l1d does the letter represent,-;- and 
shows that it stands for the closed state of the organs, and 
not for the act of causing or ending that state. He discusses 
the difference between surds and sonants, of which the main 
points have been already given above. He discnsses the 
meaning of the term ~rote, whether a sonant can ever be 
,aspirated, and the relation of the friction sounds to their 
corresponding check sounds. He discusses briefly the proper 
classification of l, - whether it should go ill with the friction 
sounds, or form ltith 1· and the resonants a group called 
liquida, - and refutes the theory that the resonants shonld 
be joined with the check sounds in a class called explo8ives. 
Finally lie' offers a brief general defence of his system, from 
which (p. 61) we translate tho following: 

"It will be perceived in my system. that the several mem
hers have in their symmetrical arrangement a mutual de
pendence, which remains invariable throughout;. that there 
are toned consonants corresponding to all the toneless ones, 
and differing from these only by the state of the vocal chords ; 
that the check sound can always be formed from the appro
priate friction sound simply by closing completely the mouth
channel at the point where it is only narrowed; that the 
resonant in no case differs from the sonant in any other 
respect than in the opened nose-channel; and that the I 
sound is formed from the corresponding d sound never 
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otherwise than by opening side passages for tbe breath be
tween the tongue and the upper teeth. There is not tile 
least irregularity. From this fact and the fact that 1 have 
gone step by step over all the places of articulation which 
the tongue can reach, - from these two things, I say, it baa 
been possible for me to, give an exhaustive list of simple 
consonants. Had. I not taken this course, but satisfied my
self with arranging in tbeir proper order the sounds I had 
myself heard, I should have found no place in my system fot 
the cerebnl sounds of the Sanskrit; for in 1848 when I 
worked out the system I had not the least knowledge of .the 
sounds of that language." 

Upon this we would remark only,. that perhaps the system 
is a little too perfect, - not quite enough conformed to the 
facts of language. At least it seems as if pi and 1jA, as wen 
as ", and Ie, were inserted only for symmetry or for the 
theory's sake, since it does not appear that they occur ill use 
in any language; and it is hardly necessary to give four 
distinct forms of the surd Z sound, ",1, ",I, ",8, ",4, when the 
very existence of such " surd in any form bas to be proved. 

It remains to give Briicke's account of tbe compounded 
consonants (zusammengeaetlte oonB01Ul.nUA) and of the so~ 
ened (f1II)uJJ.l) sounds. By compounded consonants he does 
not mean ~ and z, each of which is really a group of two 
consonants, denoted by one sign for mere convenience, but 
such as the German Bc4., the French j, the Englisli 81, in 
which, to give his definition," the organs of speech take at 
the same time the positions for two different consonants." 
For example, if the tongue is in position for,c, and then the 
tip is turned up into the position for ,I, a sound combined of 
these two will be produced. And that it is not a mere suc
cession of sounds appears from the fact that it can be ~ 
longed indefinitely without either part's giving way to the 
other. Thus is produced the German 8M [81 x'], and if it 
is made sonant, we have the French j, as in ja'IfUIiB, which 
would be denoted by [,1 y2], the brackets in eacll case show
ing that it is a compounded sound, and not a succession of 
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two simple sounds. In the E.ng1isb M and j we have a 
simple sound followed by a compound sound denoted thus, 
t1 [81 x'J and d1 [11 yI].1 It sometimes happens that 0. simple 
I; in one language passes i:n another into one of the compound 
sounds. Thus the Latin aJf'fMA is in French cit.anhe, in 
English c1&Mm. This oan be no argument for holding that 
c1 is in either language a simple sound, unless it be a l"O.le 
of comparative phonology that simple sounds must always 
appear as simple sounds only. But for suoh a rule there is 
no proof. It may be added that apparently only these twb 
friction so~ds, 8 and X, are ia faot thus combined -iJlto one. -
In the case of the resonants and check sounds it is possible 
to combine the positions for two of either class, but not to 
utter the combined sound. It is possible to place the organs 
-rightly for tn and -n, or for b and tl, at the same time; bllt 
no sound can be uttered without making Ohe give plaae en
tirely to the other. In Arabic -there are two coll8O.ttllDt8, 
Kha (surd) and Ghain (sonant), which consist of a frictiOb 
sound and a vibration sound combined IX El and [ya p]. 

To these are to be added two exceptional combinations of 
a vowel and a consonant; exceptional, beoaUBe in most oases 
the conditions of consonant utterance preclude the possibility 
of simultaneous vowel utteranoe. They are [",,,1] and [iyl]. 
When one fixes the mouth for " or i, and then narrows the 
space between the lips, or between the tongue and the palate, 
so as to produce the Motion sound."t or 'Ii, the compound 
sound results, which Briicke understands to be the 'ID of 
1l1f.IIer, or the 11 of 'IIeDtr. 

Finally we have sounds for which there is no precise name 
in German or English, but which are known by the French 
name mouilU, moistemd, which mgy in this application be 
translated made liquid or 1O.J'I6'n«l. TMy oonsist of certlU.n 
consonants with tbe sound '11 following very cl088ly, so as 
almost to forin one sound, and indeed several writers haft 
treated them as such. This modification is applied to -n and 
l in the four Romanic languages, and to several other letters 

1 The Engliahj is traDIICribed into Germul by ..... ~ for jllfllt:. 
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besides these in languages of the Slavic family. That the 
sound thus produced is not a simple nor a compounded 

. sound is proved clearly in this way: If one utters ~, 
the n l at its end can be prolonged indefinitely without vari ... 
tion; but if one utters oam~, and endeavors to prolong 
this n mcnJiJU, he finds himself to have passed from nl (or 
n8) into y1, and to be prolonging the latter. In the moment 
of passing from n to yt, the part of the tongue which was 
nearest the palate is lowered just enough to allow a slight 
stream of air to pass through, and it is this stream of air 
rubbing along out, that produces the friction sound y. These 
two sounds, nand y, cannot be uttered simultaneously, for 
fa requires the mouth-channel to be closed and the nose
channel open, while y must have these conditions reversed. 
The change is so quickly made, that some do not admit that 
it takes place. Others have thought that the second part of 
the sound was not the consonant y or iot, but an i, or som~ 
thing intermediate between i and y. Briicke disproves the 
former theory by showing that he ean utter i after any form 
of Z, Pi, fAi, ZSi, Z4i, without producing an l mou·i1ld, but as 
soon as he utters ZSyli, Pyli, or 14yli, he has the right 
sound of the Italian gli. . As to the other theory, he does not 
know what is meant by " something intermediate between i 
and y," unless it be the compound sound described above as 
[iyl], and for this he says the larynx must be raised higher 
than it ordinarily is for a letter mouuU. In general, it is the 
dorsal letters, ZS,n8, ea, fIJ, ,a, ~, that undergo this modifica
tion, because the tongue in uttering them is nearer to the 
position required for '!l than in any other form of consonant 
sound.l 

We have tabulated Briicke's signs for the simple conso
nants according to his classes and forms, in order to present 
the system at a single view after it has thus been explained 
at length. In only one place does the table vary from his 

1 Brilcke seems to have had doubtful specimens of English imposed upon him 
88 the best usage, for he describes the t of tube aud the II of nit 88 lettAlrs -u.u; 
writing the worda according to his uoiation t'11 0 6 aud ,agl Of. 
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use of signs. It has vI, ,p, where he, writing in German, has 
tol, w, because the English 11 corresponds to the German 1.0 

in sound, and clearness seemed to require it rather than the 
German letter. The characters in italics and the Greek 
letters (except.".I, or, 'J!) denote sounds that do not occur, 
we believe, in English. 

Burda. Sonant.. 
I. Lips : 

1. Oheck sounds, pl,rfJ b1,~ 

2. Friction sounds, p, flI vl,vS 
S. Vibration sounds, ", 1& 

4. Resonants, m 

II. Front part of tongue: 
1. Oheck sounds, t1, (A, 1;8, 1;' d1, (lA, d8, d' 
2. Friction sounds, Sl, r, sS, st Zl, Z2, z8, ~ 

L sounds, ~.I, ),2, ).8, )" 11, ~, 18, I' 
3. Vibration sounds, ",. r 
4. Resonants, n1, ",2, n8, n' 

m. Back part of tongue: 
1. Oheck sounds, k1, kt gl,g' 
2. Friction sounds, ')(,'Jt,'Jt y1, '!I', yB 
3. Vibration sounds, E p 
4. Resonants, r, or, (",sf) 

To complete the list of consonant sounds in English, we 
should add to these the following : 

[UV1] = 1.0 

[iy1] = 11 
k [Uy1] =qu 
h [Uy1] = IDA 

[Slrl =s", 
t [SIx'] =·ci 
d [z~=j 
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